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About This Game

Alien Swarm is a game and Source SDK release from a group of talented designers at Valve who were hired from the Mod
community.

Available free of charge, the game thrusts players into an epic bug hunt featuring a unique blend of co-op play and squad-level
tactics. With your friends, form a squad of four distinct IAF Marine classes. Plan your attack using an unlockable arsenal of
weapons with countless loadout configurations against a wide variety of aliens. Blaze your way through an overrun, off-world
colony, eradicating the alien infestation in environments ranging from the icy planet's surface, to a subterranean lava-flooded

mining facility.
Along with the game get the complete code base for Alien Swarm that features updates to the Source engine as well as the SDK.
Alien Swarm adds 3rd person camera, depth of field, improved dynamic shadows and a wide variety of gameplay additions to

the Source engine.

Tactical, 4 player co-op action game with a top-down perspective

Complete game code and mod tools

Unlock persistent items by gaining levels

Over 40 weapons and equipment with countless loadout configurations

4 unique classes and 8 unique characters
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Matchmaking, Steam Cloud, Steam Stats

64 achievements

Tile-based map generation tool

Powered by Source and Steam
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Title: Alien Swarm
Genre: Action
Developer:
Valve
Publisher:
Valve
Release Date: 19 Jul, 2010

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7 / Vista / Vista64 / XP

Processor: Pentium 4 3.0GHz

Memory: 1 GB for XP / 2GB for Vista

Graphics: DirectX 9 compatible video card with 128 MB, Shader model 2.0. ATI X800, NVidia 6600 or better

Hard Drive: At least 2.5 GB of free space

Sound: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

English
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Free to play ? Fun ? Is this real life ?. If you are looking for an action shooter with team cooperation where mindless running
will get you killed this is a game for You. On most dificulties the games enemies coming in waves enforce cooperation. Fireing
lanes start to matter and even when you are not on point but securing the back You feel like Your job matters.

The game offers 8 marines to pick from. A pair of each of 4 archetypes. The medic, whos main role is to heal any damage and
cure infestations. The Autogunner whos there to push the group forward or to set up supressing fire defending the group. The
demolitions marine is best suited to dealing with heavier targets with the use of flamethrowers, mines grenades fire traps and the
mean end of a shotgun. Finaly theres the technician for those who want to make the missions easier by welding doors and
hacking security and objectives.

Individual skill is rewarded with all of these archetypes without the loss of sense of benefiting from the teamwork of entire
group.

The setting pays hommage to classic movies and games of the alien franchise yet remains its own kind of alien style with a bit
more arcade look. The topdown camera gives a more tactical feel for the gameplay in comparission to first person. Each marine
has his own quips and oneliners, and character.

Since its free i cannot see how you wouldnt recommend it.. Absolutely fantastic game. Just needs a bit more variety of
characters and weapons (and obviously levels) but this needs more funding. It's so much fun to play with a group. You get to
find out who the scaredy cats are.. a good game. Best game for bug execution :D
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Years ago I created my steam account just to play this game.. The most awkward game of all time but still enjoyable.. holy moly
at first i only downloaded this game for the tf2 hat but the more i played it the more im in love with it. this game is
toooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo good. This is one of those rare game's that you can replay without it feeling dull the
second time. And weapon progress is nice and seen its f2p you have to try it its really worth your time.

Its just good give it a try. Was extremely fun when it came out and still just as much fun.. WAIT!

For those that dont know, which is likely most of you because it's kind of underground. There is a BETTER SECOND GAME
coming out this year!!
Just a heads up for the Alien Swarm fans. It is expected to be released early this year! If you liked the first or maybe haven't
tried it, now's the time to decide. You've got nothing to lose. Positives
It's free.
You kill alien bugs.
Replayability with different weapons, and characters, or difficulties.
Achievements make you feel like you achieved something. (Hah)

Negatives
Died again!
Again!
Gah!
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